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Following is 'postscript in Home Service tonight by Squadron-
Leader Clive Caldwell of the Royal Australian Air Force, who
•until recently './as in command of the famous "Shark” Squadron
of Kittyhawk Fighters in the Western Desert. His-Squadron
included many Poles as well as pilots from England, .Australia,
Canada and New Zealand, He holds the D.F.C, and bar, and in

his last citation was definitely credited with the destruction

of 19 1/2 enemy aircraft.

I’ve been asked to yam to you’ tonight about the Western Desert and the

fighting out there, I f
ve been fourteen months in the Desert and when I left it

was almost like leaving a family. I was leaving so many chaps that I knew and

was friendly with. Because of the conditions ■ you do get to know everybody and

there' s an extraordinarily good feeling amongst the chaps.

That is one of the compensations of life out there. There aren’t many

compensations. Most of the tine you never get away from aircraft. All day long
you've people tallying about aeroplanes and tactics and serviceability and so on,

and at night time there’s no other topic of conversation except flying - what

happened today, what might happen tomorrow and Flight Commanders wanting to knew

what the chaps have done.

And then there’s making plans, drawing up the team for tomorrow, who’s going
to lead and- what time. And then someone starts talking about his equipment.
And so for seven days of the week. Except for the time you’re asleep, you’re

constantly on aeroplanes and flying. And there’s nowhere to get.away to*

Alexandria is the nearest city - you, get a couple of days there, every month or

two if you’re lucky.

Everybody of course lives in tents. The day starts half an hour before

dawn. The engines are warmed up and uncovered, Breakfast is somewhere

around 7 o’clock or seven thirty for the airmen, who line up with their plates
and it’s dished out to,them - some sort of porridge, not too good because it’s

made with water that’s well chlorinated and usually brackish, and tea made with■
the same stuff, which (although you get used to it) is hardly drinkable.

Lunch is the same sort of thing - a slice of bully beef with hard biscuit,

and you can have margarine, and of course, more chi again • the local vernacular

for tea. You all get a gallon of water per day from the C.O. to the A.C.H.

each nan gets a gallon. Half of that goes to the cookhouse andthe other half

gallon is used for washing, shaving and so on. You shave every second or third

day and then there’s cleaning teeth and washing. So, if you want a bath, you’ve

get to save up - and that takes you a week probably.

But then everybody smells the- same so it doesn’t matter. It cancels out.

And even bully-beef -it’s wonderful what you can do with bully-beef when you try.

You can have bully-beef with sand, without sand (sometimes), fried, stewed,

curried, hot or cold - quite a variation. And then there’s the day when they

get a load of eggs up. You can have them hard-boiled, or soft-boiled, fried or

poached -; you can do a lot with eggs,

The desert is a funny place -it a hold on you. During the heat of the

day it ’ s just barren and featureless absolutely-miles and miles of nothing,^
But in the dawn and at sunset the lighting effects are amazing. In the evening,

just after the sun finally disappears, a wonderful green light shows all round

the Western horizon.



It lasts for about two minutes while all the brilliant colours given off by

the dust in the atmosphere - gold and. brown and purple and so on - come out

vividly and then fade away. And the stars come out* I’ve never seen that

green light anywhere else. You don't get it in the Sahara or the Gobi Desert

as I’m told. Apparently it’s peculiar to the Western Desert. You get the same

sort of thing in the morning -at dawn* There’s a gold and red glow and.all of

a sudden the sun jumps up- above the horizon#

If you’re flying over the Mediterranean at dawn, the sea changes in colour

as you watch it - from grey to emerald green'to azure blue and deep blue.. It’s

really beautiful, - with the background of the Desert along the coastline, looking

so golden and fresh and clean in the dawn. Even the dirty tents below you look

fresh. But an hour after the sun’s up - well, it’s the same dusty, fly ridden place.

Yes the desert is a queer spot. And it’s not just the place itself that "Gets"

you# The men you meet and fly with - they, give you the feeling of having lost

past and future -of being shut-away from the rest of the world,. Take the Poles

in my squadron,- they were a fine lot - good, pilots and desperately keen to kill

■Germans# That was the one thing they seemed to think of.

Every night, they sat in the Mess tent planning out among themselves more

ingenious ways of killing Germans* And after what same of those chaps have been

through - well, I can understand it. I remember once a Polish pilot who was flying
as number 2. After he and his No. 1 had been attacked about four times he was

finally shot down, his machine catching fire. Well* we thought he’d gone and we’d

sort of written him off the list. We had. lunch and then about three o’clock in the

afternoon an Army truck comes up and there he is.

Apparently, though on fire, he’d managed to crash land and then got smartly out

of the plane and hopped into a hole in the ground., thinking that they might come

down and machine-gun him. So he stayed there till it was all over. When he gets
out of the truck he says to us: in precise English "I'm very sorry." We ; say: "Well,
we’re very glad#." He says: "I’m sorry I was not able to- be number two. I had

to drop away because I was shot down*" We said: "Don’t- worry about that,, we’re

glad to see you back with us." Ho -said: "If you take me again as number two,
it will not happen again."

,

r

Gan you beat it?

You will want- to,- know-, what the flying is like. Well, I should say it’s different

in lots of ways. There are no landmarks in the desert and the heat makes such a

haze that often there ’s no horizon at all. You’ve got nothing to "fly on", I’ve

often been up at, say 18,000 feet with reasonable good visibility - I could see

an aircraft six or seven miles away all right. But below me was just brown desert

merging in haze. You’re sort of waffling through the air, working on your

instruments and your general sense of the levelness of your wings by that bit
of ground you can see.

Navigation, of course, is easy if you are anywhere near the coastline, because

you know what to look for from the shape of the coast. But when you move inland,
as you must necessarily do at times* you have to land on so-called aerodromes which are

just simply parts of the desert. You search for the darned thing and. land,’ And

while you’re doing that you’ve got to take very careful notice of the shade and colour

of the ground - dark patches and light patches and. so on#

You’ve got to memorise all that for future use, because one day if you don’t find

your landing ground you’ll be in a mess. The next aerodrome may be thirty or forty
miles away , and you’ll be landing the Squadron all over the place, and, probably write

them off out of petrol



The sandstoms you hear about are usually not sandstorms at all (.a., sand-

storm proper is rather rare) - they're dust storms. Pianos talcing- off create

a miniature dust storm of their own. Prom above you can see the dust streaming
out behind them for a quarter of a mile. And if he '

s anywhere near, of course-

the enemy can see it too. So-,naturally we all get into the habit of having a ■

good -look before we take off. Otherwise if Jerry is about,he'll see' our tracks

and down he 1 11 come quick.

Talcing off in a dust storm you’re absolutely blind from the time you take

off, .Except that you can see other aircraft thirty or forty yards away you've-

got to fly by your instruments through a sort of brown mass, I've known it go

up to 11,000 feet, but then you break through and you're all right except that

you've got no view of the ground at all. You have to fly on your compass to

where you’re going,. On the way back, you've to come down through it to find

your aerodrome. If you’re near the coastline,
■

you work along it until you see

some point that’s familiar to you and then fly in from there at zero.feet.

The sand, of course, gets into the engines- - everywhere - and the mainten-

ance crews have to work long hours under very tough conditions. Pi Iters have

to be cleaned continually. Every part of the machine when it's taken out has

to be immediately covered over with a cloth. When the sun goes down, and the

machines are finally covered up, there’s nothing to do except to go to bed, or

yarn and play cards by a kerosene • lamp well -screened. The only other compensations
are beer and cigarettes.

The beer is bought by the funds of the squadron - no one gets any preference.
It's just doled out squarely all round. And yet, despite it all, how these chaps
work! YThey're a grand lot, the ground crews, and they do a fine job. In a way,

I'm sorry to leave the desert, but there you are. I’ve got a job of work to do

in Australia, and, like everybody else, I've got some memories.

My own blackest moment happened when I was in a fight about 15 miles out

to sea, I got pretty badly shot up and they put a few slugs in the old hide as

well. I went into a spin at 8,000 feet and came out near the water. I thought
then that I was all right. My machine was rather badly shot up, the glass near

my face had gone, and I was feeling a bit sore myself, feeling a bit sick - from

fright and one thing and another. But I reckoned I was pretty safe.

I got in across the coast at Sidi Barrani, I thought I could just pop her

down near the shore if she quit working, I didn't think the enemy would bother

about me, seeing me apparently shot down, but all of a sudden streams of smoke

started to go past me. Two 109s were after me - they'd followed me down, I

thought "Well, I've bought it this time, definitely," I did what I could but a

fey/ more bullets hit one wing again and that didn't help me very much and I must

have been about a quarter of an hour with those blokes chasing me, me all the time

skidding and trying to turn and watch them, and the sweat just dripping out of my
helmet with fright and hard work.

And then one of them did a silly thing. He got a little bit over-confident

and when I turned once lie just turned round aid over-shot me, and I put a burst

into his belly and he went down. The other chap let me go. It was just on dark

and he probably wanted to go hone and was out of am .unition, I had a long way
to go home myself. We had a refuelling party nearby but they hadn't a doctor

or facilities and I had to fly about thirty minutes back in the dark, not feeling
too good, but managed to get in all right with the old kite.



The other chaps had seen me spin past them with a lot of smoke -going,out of

the cockpit and’ they thought I -was badly alight, 'especially as, it. was pretty-gloomy

down by the sea;- and they Were a hit busy themselves. . So it was reported that, I

was missing, and we had to "get moving pretty quickly to .stop those', reports going

home* Of course a Fighter Squadron doctor doesn’t get much practice, so our

doctor was quite bucked-up when I appeared and he had a chance to practise his

trade.

No, it never pays to underrate the Hun. I regard the Germans as reasonably

tough propositions. I was always a stickler myself for flight discipline. If

they -were new, the-boys wanted to go flying all'over the sky alone, until they had

learnt the dangers of what would happen. The Germans were good at thinking up

traps. For instance: you it might be flying along under the clouds and then perhaps

there ’d be an open patch, and an enemy plane or two under that open patch, .

• The question is, "Why should they be there?" There’s certain to be some-

thing else up above, and if a couple of ours rush in to get those two on their

own, the others come down and get them. No there’s ; no such thing as a ’sitter’

in the air. Of at least there is but you can’t tell beforehand.

Well, ,1 can’t help you to see the Desert or smell it, but at least I hope'
I’ve given you some of' the of it, I shall never forget the desert myself '
or the friends I made' there. Many of them have got far better stories than I

have, And one day you’ll hear them, I hope from the- chaps themselves.
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